In this paper, elastic wave propagation is studied in a nanocomposite reinforced with multiwall carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Analysis is performed on a representative volume element of square cross section. The frequency content of the exciting signal is at the terahertz level. Here, the composite is modeled as a higher order shear deformable beam using layerwise theory, to account for partial shear stress transfer between the CNTs and the matrix. The walls of the multiwall CNTs are considered to be connected throughout their length by distributed springs, whose stiffness is governed by the van der Waals force acting between the walls of nanotubes. The analyses in both the frequency and time domains are done using the wavelet-based spectral finite element method (WSFEM). The method uses the Daubechies wavelet basis approximation in time to reduce the governing PDE to a set of ODEs. These transformed ODEs are solved using a finite element (FE) technique by deriving an exact interpolating function in the transformed domain to obtain the exact dynamic stiffness matrix. Numerical analyses are performed to study the spectrum and dispersion relations for different matrix materials and also for different beam models. The effects of partial shear stress transfer between CNTs and matrix on the frequency response function (FRF) and the time response due to broadband impulse loading are investigated for different matrix materials. The simultaneous existence of four coupled propagating modes in a double-walled CNT-composite is also captured using modulated sinusoidal excitation.
Introduction
Since their discovery in 1991, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been increasingly attracting a great deal of experimental and theoretical attention [1] . These studies are directed toward understanding and exploiting their electronic, chemical and mechanical properties for diverse applications which include chemical sensors, electronic nanodevices and light, high toughness fibers for nanocomposites. Because of their symmetric structure, CNTs exhibit extraordinary mechanical properties, such as extremely high specific strength, specific stiffness, and resilience, together with enormous electrical and 1 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed. thermal conductivities. These properties have raised immense possibilities of using CNTs as high strength reinforcing fibers for smart nanotube-composites with self-sensing and selfmitigating properties. However, this requires a very clear understanding of the mechanical properties of CNTs as well as their interaction with the matrix. Apart from an extensive experimental study to characterize the mechanical behavior of CNTs, a large amount of effort is being directed towards theoretical or computational modeling. Such computational modeling approaches can be broadly subdivided into atomistic modeling and continuum modeling. Atomistic modeling includes techniques like molecular dynamics (MD), tightbinding molecule dynamics (TBMD) and density functional theory (DFT). However, the large computational cost associated with these atomistic simulations poses a potential limitation on the space and timescales of the analyses. On the other hand, many researchers have adopted a continuum mechanics approach like Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, and linear and nonlinear elastic thin shell theories for modeling of CNTs [2] . Reviews on the mechanical properties of CNTs and CNT embedded composites have been presented in [3, 4] .
As mentioned earlier, the exceptional mechanical properties of CNTs have stimulated considerable interest in the development of CNT-based composites. The greatest advantage of nanotube embedded composites is that they do not require a precise control of nanotube positioning for device applications [4] . Though major parts of the experimental and theoretical research are concentrated on the development of CNT-based polymer composites, efforts are also being made to develop metal and ceramic matrix composites with embedded CNTs. Many experimental studies for processing and characterization of CNT-based polymer composites have been reported in the literature [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Experimental investigations have also been presented for the synthesis and characterization of CNT/ceramic-matrix composites [17] [18] [19] [20] and CNT/metal-matrix composites [21] [22] [23] . Apart from the ongoing experimental studies for the development of CNTbased composites, a substantial amount of research is being directed towards computational modeling and simulation. In [24] , a constitutive model has been presented for singlewall carbon nanotube (SWNT) embedded polymer composite using the equivalent-continuum modeling method proposed in [25] . Constitutive properties of CNT/polymer composites were also provided in [26, 27] using a self-similar approach. A comparison of the equivalent-continuum and self-similar approaches for predicting the properties of CNT-embedded composites was presented in [28] . In [29] , the effective mechanical properties of CNT-based composites are evaluated using a square representative volume element based on continuum mechanics and FE methods. A micro-mechanical model is used to determine the elastic properties of multiwall carbon nanotube (MWNT) reinforced polymer composites in [5] .
Since controlled experiments at the nanoscale are difficult, and with atomistic simulation being computationally expensive, continuum modeling can prove to be very valuable in the advancement of nanoscale structures but it needs further improvement and development. Continuum elastic beam models have been effectively used to study vibrations [30] [31] [32] [33] and wave propagation [34] [35] [36] in CNTs. In most previous works, MWNTs have been modeled as a single EulerBernoulli elastic beam [30, 31, 34] , which ignores non-coaxial intertube radial displacements and assumes that the nested tubes of an MWNT deform coaxially and thus can be described by a single deflection curve. Recently, several studies have come up that deal with the role of non-coaxial interlayer radial displacements [37] in transverse vibration [32, 33] and wave propagation [35, 36] in MWNTs using a multiple EulerBernoulli beam model. The results showed that non-coaxial intertube vibration and transverse waves of MWNTs will be excited at ultrahigh frequencies (above 1 THz), which would have a substantial effect on both the natural frequencies and the wave speed of the MWNTs. In view of growing interest in terahertz vibrations and waves of nanoscale materials and devices [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] , it is relevant to systematically study terahertz wave propagation in individual MWNTs.
As shown in the study of wave propagation of MWNT [32] , a P wall MWNT exhibits P − 1 cut-off frequencies and these cut-off frequencies appear at the terahertz level. Thus, to have a contribution from the higher modes, it is necessary to apply loading with frequency content in that level. FE formulation for such wave propagation problems requires a very large system size to capture all the higher modes. Hence the element size has to be comparable to the wavelengths, which are very small at high frequencies. These problems are usually solved in the frequency domain using Fourier methods, which can in principle achieve high accuracy in numerical differentiation. One such method is the spectral finite element method (SFEM) [46] . In conventional fast Fourier transform (FFT) based SFEM (FSFEM), first the governing PDE is transformed to the frequency domain using an FFT in time. For one-dimensional (1D) structures, the governing PDE is reduced to a set of ODEs with constant coefficients, with frequency as a parameter. The resulting ODEs are much easier to solve than the original PDE. The ODEs are then usually solved exactly, and are used as interpolating functions for spectral element formulation. This results in an exact mass distribution and dynamic stiffness matrix. Hence, in the absence of any discontinuity, one single element is sufficient to handle a 1D waveguide of any length. This substantially reduces the system sizes and they are many orders smaller compared to conventional FEs. First, the exact dynamic stiffness is used to determine the system transfer function (frequency response function). This is then convolved with load. Next, an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) is used to get the time history of the response. The FSFEM has been developed to study wave propagation in MWNTs [47] by modeling the MWNTs as an assemblage of Euler-Bernoulli beams connected throughout their length by distributed springs, whose stiffness is governed by the van der Waals force acting between the nanotubes [37] .
The main drawback of the Fourier-based spectral approach is that it cannot handle waveguides of short lengths. This is because the short length forces multiple reflections at smaller timescales. Since Fourier transforms are associated with a finite time window, shorter lengths of waveguide do not allow the response to die down within the chosen time window, irrespective of the type of damping used in the modeling. This forces the response to wrap around; that is, the remaining part of the response beyond the chosen time window will start appearing first. This totally distorts the response. It is in such cases that compactly supported wavelets which have localized basis functions can be efficiently used for waveguides of short lengths. The wavelet-based spectral finite element method (WSFEM) has been developed [48, 49] to circumvent these problems associated with the FSFEM.
The wavelet-based spectral finite element formulation is very similar to the FSFEM, except that Daubechies scaling functions are used for approximation in time. This reduces the PDEs to coupled ODEs, which are decoupled using eigenvalue analysis. The decoupled ODEs are then solved similarly as in the FSFEM. The localized basis functions of Daubechies, which are compactly supported wavelets, allow the adaptation of wavelet analysis to finite domain and imposition of boundary conditions. This helps to remove the 'wrap around' problem of the FSFEM and thus results in a smaller time window for the same problem. For a similar reason, the WSFEM can be used for analysis of undamped finite length structures where the FSFEM does not work. Though the FSFEM encounters several problems in time domain analyses of wave propagation, it is the only method used to study the various frequencydependent characteristics of waves, namely the spectrum and dispersion relations. In the FSFEM the elastic wave equations are transformed to the frequency domain using an FFT. Thus the spectrum (frequency dependence of wavenumber) and dispersion (frequency dependence of wave speeds) relations can be obtained directly from analysis in the transformed domain. The WSFEM can be used for similar frequency domain analysis, but only up to a certain fraction of Nyquist frequency, beyond which it shows spurious dispersion [49] .
In this paper, a WSFE is formulated for wave propagation analysis in a composite with embedded MWNTs. Both frequency and time domain analyses are performed. The composite is modeled using third-order layerwise shear deformation theory [50] . Each wall of the MWNT is modeled as an individual beam coupled through a distributed spring throughout the length. The stiffness of the spring depends on the interlayer van der Waals force [37] . Interfacial mechanical load transfer between the CNT and the matrix is crucial in determining the efficiency of the composite. It has been observed from experiments [4] that perfect bonding does not exist between the CNT and the matrix. In this work, a layerwise theory is adopted to model such composite to account for partial interfacial shear stress transfer.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the derivation of the governing differential equations is presented followed by a brief overview of the orthonormal bases of Daubechies compactly supported wavelets in section 3. In the next sections, the detail of WSFE formulation is given for MWNT-reinforced composite modeled with third-order layerwise shear deformable beam. Following this, a section on numerical examples is presented. First numerical analysis are performed to study spectrum and dispersion relations for different matrix materials such as polymer, metal and ceramic. These frequency-dependent characteristics are also studied for different beam models. Next, the effect of different fractions of shear stress transfer between the CNT and matrix on the frequency response function (FRF) and time response due to broadband impulse loading are investigated for different matrix materials. The simultaneous existence of four coupled propagating modes in a double-walled CNT-composite is also captured using narrow-banded sinusoidal excitation modulated at the terahertz frequency scale. The paper ends with some important conclusions.
Governing differential equations
Modeling of a P-walled MWNT-composite beam as a coupled multiple-elastic beam [37] (see figure 1(a) ), based on third-order layerwise shear deformation theory results in a set of 2P governing coupled PDEs. Each CNT wall is associated with two PDEs corresponding to transverse and shear displacements. Since the matrix is bonded only to the outermost CNT, the layerwise theory is adopted only for deriving the two PDEs related to the matrix and outermost wall. Thus, two sets of displacement fields are used for the matrix and CNT wall, given as
for the matrix and similarly for the outermost CNT wall,
where w 1 is the displacement and θ 1 is the rotation due to shear in the z-direction (see figure 1(b) ). c Strain displacement relations are derived for the matrix using equations (1)- (2):
and similarly for the outermost CNT using equations (3)- (4):
The constants c (15) where r o is the radius and G c is the shear modulus of the outermost CNT and α is the given fraction of interfacial shear stress transfer. Note that 0 α 1; α = 1 denotes full transfer and α = 0 denotes no transfer of interfacial shear stress.
By solving equations (12) and (15) 
By substituting
, where φ 1 is the total rotation at z = 0, in equations (5)- (8), they can be written as
and
Total strain and kinetic energies for the matrix and outermost CNT are calculated as
For the remaining P − 1 walls of the P-walled MWNT, the displacement fields are similar those given by equations (3) and (4) and can be written as
where w p is the transverse displacement and θ p is the rotation due to shear in the z-direction for the pth CNT wall. Similarly, the strain displacement relations for these CNT walls can be written as (after using
where φ p is the total rotation in the z-direction at z = 0. respectively, as given in equation (3) . However, unlike the outermost CNT wall, these constants are derived by assuming that the shear loads at the free outer surface is zero or
where r
is the inner radius of the ( p − 1)th CNT wall. From equation (28) 
Thus the potential and kinetic energies for these CNT walls can be obtained as
Using Hamilton's principle, the minimization of the above energies with respect to w p and φ p , p = 1, 2, 3, . . . , P, gives 2P coupled governing PDEs as
It should be mentioned here that the governing differential equation corresponding to transverse displacement for the pth CNT wall is coupled only with those for the ( p − 1)th and ( p + 1)th walls. The inertial constants for equations (32) and (33) are
and similarly, for equations (33) and (37), for p = 2, 3, . . . , P
and c ()
where the superscripts are either m or cp, p = 1, 2, . . . , P and the subscripts are either 1 or 2 as in equations (38)- (43).
The stiffness constants for equations (32) and (33) are 
and similarly, for equations (33) and (37),
where, similar to the inertial constants, the superscripts are either m or cp, p = 1, 2, . . . , P and the subscripts are either 1 or 2 as in equations (44)- (51) . The interaction coefficients C p , p = 1, 2, . . . , P − 1, arising due to van der Waals interaction between any two adjacent walls, can be estimated approximately as [37] 
Daubechies compactly supported wavelets
In this section, a concise review of the orthogonal basis of 
The scaling function ϕ(t) is derived from the dilation or scaling equation,
and the wavelet function ψ(t) is obtained as
The a k are the filter coefficients and they are fixed for a specific wavelet or scaling function basis. For compactly supported wavelets only a finite number of a k are nonzero. The filter coefficients a k are derived by imposing certain constraints on the scaling functions which are as follows. (1) The area under the scaling function is normalized to one.
(2) The scaling function ϕ(t ) and its translates are orthonormal.
(3) The wavelet function ψ(t) has M vanishing moments
The number of vanishing moments M denotes the order N of the Daubechies wavelet, where N = 2M. The translates of the scaling and wavelet functions on each fixed scale j form orthogonal subspaces,
such that V j forms a sequence of embedded subspaces
Let
where c j,k are the approximation coefficients. Let Q j ( f )(t) be the approximation of the function using ψ j,k (t) as basis, at the same level j .
where d j,k are the detail coefficients. The approximation P j +1 ( f )(t) to the next finer level of resolution j + 1 is given by
This forms the basis of multi-resolution analysis associated with wavelet approximation.
Reduction of governing PDEs to ODEs
The first step of formulation of the WSFE is the reduction of the governing differential wave equations (equations (32)- (37)) to ODEs using Daubechies scaling functions for approximation in time. Let u(x, t) be discretized at n points in the time window [0 t f ]. Let τ = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 be the sampling points, then
where t is the time interval between two sampling points. The function w p (x, t) can be approximated by a scaling function ϕ(τ ) at an arbitrary scale as 
Taking the inner product on both sides of equation (72) with ϕ(τ − j ), where j = 1, 2, . . . , n and using the orthogonal property of the scale function, which is given by
equation (72) can be written as n simultaneous ODEs as
where N is the order of the Daubechies wavelet and 2 j −k are the connection coefficients defined as
Similarly, for the first-order derivative,
For compactly supported wavelets,
The detail for evaluation of connection coefficients for different orders of derivative is given in [52] .
Equations (33)- (37) can be transformed similarly as equation (32) to sets of coupled ODEs of the form of equation (74). The transformed forced boundary conditions given by equations (53)- (55) are given as
and j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 ( 79) where V j , Q j and M j are the transformed coefficients of V, Q and M respectively.
While dealing with a finite length data sequence, problems arise at the boundaries. It can be observed from the ODEs given by equation (74) 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. Several approaches like capacitance matrix methods and penalty function methods for treating boundaries are reported in the literature. In this paper, first a circular convolution method is adopted assuming periodicity of the solution. Next, the wavelet-based extrapolation scheme [53, 54] is implemented for the solution of boundary value problems. This approach allows the treatment of finite length data and uses a polynomial to extrapolate the coefficients at the boundaries either from interior coefficients or boundary values. The method is particularly suitable for approximation in time for its ease of imposing initial values. However, either of the above methods converts the ODEs given by equation (74) to a set of coupled ODEs. These ODEs are decoupled and solved using methods very similar to the FSFEM. The detail of the formulation is presented in the later sections. The periodic WSFE solution encounters all the problems of the FSFEM in the time domain analysis as discussed earlier. However, the periodic formulation allows the derivation of spectrum and dispersion relations and also the relation between the transformed ODEs in the WSFEM with those in the FSFEM. This leads to the direct use of WSFEs for frequency domain analysis similar to FSFEs.
Periodic boundary conditions
Equation (74) One approach is to assume the function w p (x, t) (similarly φ p (x, t)) to be periodic in time, with time period t f . Thus the unknown coefficients on the LHS are taken as w 
where 2 is an n × n circulant connection coefficient matrix for the second-order derivative and has the form
. . . . . .
The connection coefficient matrix 1 for the first-order derivative has a similar form. For a circulant matrix 1 (and equivalently for 2 ) [55] , the eigenvalues λ j are
where i = √ −1 and the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors w j , j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 are
. . , N − 2, and 1 0 = 0 and λ j can be written as iβ j , where
(85) It can be seen from the above derivations that the wavelet coefficients of the first and second derivatives can be obtained as {ẇ
The second derivative can also be written as
Substituting equation (86) in (88)
Thus though the second-order connection coefficient matrix 2 can be evaluated independently [52] , it can also be written
The above modification is done as this form helps in imposing the initial conditions for the non-periodic solution discussed later. Thus equation (81) can be written as
As discussed earlier, the spectral element formulation, presented at the later part of the paper, involves eigenvalue analysis. This is done to diagonalize the matrix in equation (91) and decouple the ODEs. For the periodic boundary condition, these eigenvalues are known analytically and hence this decreases the computational cost. Thus, the matrix 1 can be written
where is the diagonal matrix containing the diagonal terms iβ j and is the eigenvector matrix. Using equation (92), (91) can be decoupled and written as 
Following the above steps, the other governing differential equations, equations (33)-(37), can be transformed as
The form of the transformed equations, equations (93) and (95)- (99), is the same as those in the FSFEM and thus the remaining part of the WSFE formulation will be very similar to the FSFE formulation.
Frequency domain analysis
Though the periodic WSFE solution encounters all the problems of the FSFEM in time domain analysis, it allows the derivation of a relation between the transformed ODEs in the WSFEM with those in the FSFEM. This leads to the direct use of WSFEs for frequency domain analysis similar to FSFEs. For the periodic solution, the wavelet transformation can be written as the matrix equation [56 
where W p j , ϕ j are the values of w p (x, τ) and ϕ(τ ) at τ = j . As described in [56] , for such a circulant matrix, equation (100) can be replaced by a convolution relation which can be written as {W
where {W 
In the FSFEM, the transformed ODEs are of same form, except the β j are replaced with ω j :
where
It can be shown that for a given sampling rate t, β j exactly matches ω j up to a certain fraction of Nyquist frequency f nyq = 1 2 t . This fraction, p N = f j / f nyq , is dependent on the order of the basis N and is more for higher order basis. Thus similar to FSFEs, WSFEs can be used directly for studying frequency-dependent characteristics like spectrum and dispersion relations; however, this is valid only up to a certain fraction of f nyq . In figure 2(a) , ω j and β j are plotted with respect to the fraction p N = f j / f nyq for different orders of basis. It can be seen that β j and ω j match exactly up to a fraction p N ≈ 0.6 for N = 22, which decreases with decrease in N and is ≈0.36 for N = 6. Wavenumbers and group speeds that are obtained directly in the FSFEM are functions of ω j . Similarly, the wavenumbers and group speeds extracted from the WSFEM will be functions of β j . Thus with other parameters remaining the same, these frequency-dependent characteristics (wavenumber and group speeds) obtained from the WSFEM and FSFEM will be exactly equal within the frequency range (given by f N = p N f nyq ) where β j and ω j are equal. Beyond this frequency range f N , the WSFEM will give spurious dispersions as the β j differ largely from ω j . In addition, for accurate simulation with the WSFEM, the sampling rate t should be adjusted such that the frequency content of the load is within the above-mentioned allowed frequency range. Thus, this study also helps a priori determination of the sampling rate required depending on the frequency content of excitation loads and order of bases. This is explained in the section on numerical examples later.
The exact interpolating functions for an element of length L, obtained by solving equations (93) and (95)- (99), respectively, are 
The wavenumbers k are obtained by substituting equation (110) in (93) and (95)- (99). This gives the characteristic equation. For example, for DWNT-embedded composites, the characteristic equation is given as 
The wavenumbers k are obtained by solving the above characteristic equation obtained by equating the determinant of the 4×4 matrix in equation (112) to zero, and the corresponding [R] is obtained using singular value decomposition of the matrix. This method of determining wavenumbers and corresponding amplitude ratios was developed to formulate FSFEs for graded beam with Poisson's contraction in [58] . The six different k obtained by solving equation (112) correspond to the transverse, shear and a purely imaginary higher-order mode for each wall of the DWNT. As discussed earlier, β matches exactly with ω up to a certain fraction of f nyq and hence these k will match the wavenumbers in the FSFEM. Therefore, these wavenumbers in the WSFEM can be used for obtaining the spectrum and dispersion relations.
One characteristic of multiple-beam model for an MWNTembedded composite beam is that there are P − 1 frequencies where the wavenumbers become zero, apart from the P shear modes, which have another P such frequencies. These frequencies are called the cut-off frequencies. In the FSFEM, these frequencies are obtained by substituting k = 0 in the characteristic equation and solving for ω j . In the WSFEM, these cut-off frequencies are obtained similarly by solving for β j in place of ω j . The expressions for the P − 1 cutoff frequencies in an MWNT modeled as a multiple EulerBernoulli beam are given in [47] .
Here, the {a} in equation (110) are the unknown coefficients to be determined from the transformed nodal displacements {û}, where {û} = {ŵ figure 1(c) for the details of degree of freedom the element can support). Thus one can relate the nodal displacements and unknown coefficients as
From the forced boundary conditions, (equations (77)- (79)), the nodal forces and unknown coefficients can be related as
where {F} = {V figure 1(c) ). From equations (113) and (114) a relation between transformed nodal forces and displacements can be obtained similar to the conventional FE:
where [K ] is the dynamic stiffness matrix. After the constants {a} are known from the above equations, they can be substituted back into equation (110) ,φ p at any given x. From the correspondence established between the transformed ODEs in the FSFEM and WSFEM in the previous section, the forward and backward moving waves can be identified in the WSFEM. Thus, a semi-infinite spectral element (throw-off element) with single node can be formulated in the WSFEM similar to the FSFEM, particularly for the periodic solution. In the FSFEM, throw-off or semi-infinite elements are normally used to allow leakage of response so that the signal does not wrap around. The use of a semi-infinite element in wavelet analysis is minimal as the method can efficiently handle a finite structure without any such problems by the use of the non-periodic WSFEM solution. It should be mentioned that though the spectral element formulation given here is based on the periodic WSFEM, the corresponding formulation for the non-periodic WSFEM is exactly similar except that β is replaced by γ and is replaced by¯ in equations (93)- (99), as described in the previous section.
Numerical examples
Here, the WSFEM is used for frequency and time domain analysis of wave propagation in a nanocomposite beam with embedded MWNTs. As mentioned earlier, the beam is modeled as third-order shear deformable using layerwise theory and thus it has three modes for each nanotube wall. As discussed in earlier sections, the WSFEM can be used to obtain the frequency-dependent wave characteristics similar to the FSFEM, but up to a fraction of Nyquist frequency f nyq . Here, the WSFEM is first used to study and compare the spectrum and dispersion relations for a double-walled carbon nanotube (DWNT) and aluminum matrix nanocomposite beam assuming Euler-Bernoulli (EBT), Timoshenko (FSDT) and third-order layerwise shear deformation (TSDT) beam theories. Similar frequency-dependent characteristics are studied in beams with a three-walled carbon nanotube (TWNT) and different matrix materials namely, polymer, metal and ceramic, respectively. Next, the non-periodic WSFEM is used to simulate the time response in a finite length fixed-free beam due to a broadband impulse load with frequency content at the terahertz level. The effect of the fraction of shear stress transfer between the CNT and matrix on the time response and also on the FRFs is investigated for polymer, metal and ceramic matrices. Finally, the four coupled propagating modes in a DWNT aluminum matrix infinite beam are captured simultaneously using a narrow banded modulated sinusoidal load.
All the numerical analysis are performed on a representative nanocomposite beam with square cross-section of 6 nm × 6 nm. Different matrix materials including polymer, metal (aluminum) and ceramic (alumina) are considered, whose material properties are taken as follows. 
Spectrum and dispersion relations
In figure 3 , the nondimensional wavenumbers (kh) are plotted for a DWNT-aluminum matrix beam, computed using the periodic WSFEM with N = 22. The spectrum relations obtained by modeling the beam using EBT, FSDT and TSDT are presented and compared in figures 3(a), (b) and (c) respectively. It can be seen from figure 3(a) that for a DWNTembedded aluminum matrix beam, EBT predicts two modes, one for each wall, and one cut-off frequency (at 0.88 THz) as described in [47] . However, before the cut-off frequency, the wavenumber corresponding the second mode has real as well as imaginary parts, which indicates that there is a propagating component of this mode. Due to the presence of the imaginary part, this wave will, however, attenuate while propagating. Thus, this wave is the so-called inhomogeneous wave. Thus, there is nonzero speed even before the cut-off frequency. The nondimensional wavenumbers plotted in figure 3(b) for a Timoshenko or first-order shear deformable beam show that there exist two additional cut-off frequencies corresponding to the shear modes (0.40 and 7.9 THz for first and second shear mode respectively) of the two CNT walls. Unlike the flexural mode of the second CNT wall, these shear modes start propagating only after the cut-off frequencies. The expressions for deriving these flexural and shear cut-off frequencies are given in section 8. For TSDT, apart from the four shear and flexural propagating modes for the DWNT-embedded beam, there are two non-propagating modes corresponding to the higher-order terms as shown in figure 3(c) . However, the As discussed in section 6 and also in [49] , the WSFEM can be used to obtain the frequency-dependent wave characteristics similar to the FSFEM, but up to a certain fraction p N of the Nyquist frequency f nyq , beyond which it shows spurious dispersion. This fraction p N depends only on the order of basis N and is almost equal to 0.6 for N = 22 [49] . Thus, the required sampling rate t should be calculated considering the range of frequency being analyzed and the order of basis N . aluminum and ceramic as matrix respectively. These plots show the presence of six propagating modes with each CNT wall contributing a flexural and shear mode. However, there are three more non-propagating modes corresponding to the higher-order modes but they are not shown in order to bring clarity to the propagation characteristics of propagating modes. It can be observed from the figures that by considering TWNT and TWNT embedded in three different matrix materials, considerable changes can be observed only in the first shear cut-off frequencies. These frequencies are 4.45, 0.25, 0.30 and 0.65 THz for TWNT-and TWNT-embedded polymer, aluminum and ceramic matrix respectively. In figures 7(a), (b) and 8(a), (b), the group speeds are plotted for TWNT-and TWNT-embedded composites with polymer, aluminum and ceramic as matrix respectively. As expected, these dispersion relations show six propagating modes of which three shear modes, one for each CNT wall, propagate only after the respective cut-off frequencies.
Response to broadband impulse load
Here, the non-periodic WSFEM is used for analysis of a finite length fixed-free beam due to unit broadband impulse load applied at the free end. As mentioned earlier, for analysis of such a finite length structure, the non-periodic WSFEM is adopted as it allows imposition of boundary condition and removes the 'wrap around' problem. The impulse load shown in figure 9 (a) is applied on to the structure and has a duration of 5.0 ps and frequency content of 1.0 THz. In figure 10(a) , the transverse velocities in DWNT-polymer composite beam of length 50 nm due to the impulse load applied at the tip in transverse direction are plotted. The time responses simulated by considering different fractions α of shear stress transfer between the outermost CNT and matrix (see equation (13)) are also compared for α = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0. It can be seen from the figure that effect of the above fraction α on the time response is negligible for such DWNT-polymer matrix. This is justified as the shear modulus ratio of the CNT and polymer is very high, causing the effect of α to be negligible. In figure 10(b) , the corresponding FRFs are plotted for different α. It can be seen that though the effect of α cannot be captured in the time response shown in figure 10(a) , the FRFs show certain changes at higher frequencies for α = 0.1. Similar time and frequency responses are plotted in figures 11 and 12, but for DWNTaluminum and DWNT-ceramic composite beams respectively. It can be seen from figures 11(a) and (b) that for the DWNTaluminum matrix composite, the effect of the fraction of interfacial shear stress transfer is quite prominent, particularly for α = 0.1, in both time responses and FRFs, respectively. For DWNT-ceramic composite, the shear modulus ratio of CNT and matrix being much smaller than that for polymer and aluminum matrices, the effect of partial shear stress transfer at the interface is much more evident in both the time and frequency responses, as can be seen from figures 12(a) and (b). All the time responses presented in figures 10-12 are simulated with sampling rate t = 0.2 ps, and the time window considered is T w = 102.4 ps. As said earlier, unlike the FSFEM, the accuracy of the WSFEM solution is independent of T w and thus requires much smaller T w as compared to the FSFEM [48, 49] . In addition, the WSFEM requires a single spectral element to predict the above results. From the above example, it is seen that effect of the polymer matrix on the response of CNT-embedded nanocomposite is negligible. Hence, while performing the analysis, one can ignore the presence of the polymer matrix and consider only the CNT. This aspect has large practical significance as most carbon nanotube based sensors which include bio-sensors are embedded on a polymer substrate. 
Response to modulated sinusoidal pulse
To study the presence of different propagating coupled modes in an MWNT-embedded composite beam, the responses to narrow banded sinusoidal pulse modulated at a high frequency are simulated using the non-periodic WSFEM. For such loading the waves propagate non-dispersively, that is, without changing the shape. The load is applied at a point C on an infinite beam (see figure 1(d) ) and the velocities are measured at point D at a distance L from C. Here, a DWNT-aluminum composite beam and L = 50 nm is considered. The load is modulated at 6.0 THz, such that the loading frequency is above the highest cut-off frequency, which is approximately equal to 4.45 THz, as shown in figures 3(c) and 4(c). In figure 13 (a), the transverse velocity at C due to the pulse applied at D in transverse direction is plotted. The transverse velocity plotted is for the outermost wall and shows the presence of all four coupled modes, i.e., two shear and two flexural modes, one for each wall. The times of arrival of the different propagating modes are those predicted from the dispersion relation given by figure 4(c) and are approximately equal to 2.40, 4.70, 6.60 and 9.50 ps for shear and flexure modes of inner CNT wall and shear and flexure modes of outer CNT wall, respectively. In figure 13 (b), similar response is plotted but using FSDT. As is seen from the dispersion plot in figure 4(b) , the cut-off frequency for the shear mode of the inner CNT wall is approximately 7.9 THz, which is higher than the loading frequency of 6.0 THz. As a result, figure 13 (b) shows only three propagating modes unlike figure 13(a) for TSDT. Here also the time of arrival of the modes matches with those predicted by the corresponding dispersion plots ( figure 4(b) ). However, in figures 13(a) and (b), the shear modes and the flexural modes corresponding to the other CNT wall are shown in a magnified scale. The non-periodic WSFEM with N = 22 and sampling rate t = 0.002 ps are used for simulation. The time window T w = 20.48 ps. It should be mentioned here that it is not possible to simulate the above response using the FSFEM because of the 'wrap around' problem. This emphasizes the advantage of the WSFEM over the FSFEM for time domain analysis. As discussed earlier, in the WSFEM the sampling rate t should be such that the frequency content of the excitation load is within the allowable frequency range given by p N × f nyq . This is required to avoid inaccurate simulation due to introduction of spurious dispersions [49] . This becomes more important for modulated sinusoidal loading since here the loading frequency is very high.
Conclusions
A wavelet-based spectral finite element is formulated for an MWNT-embedded composite beam. The beam is modeled as third-order shear deformable using layerwise theory. The carbon nanotubes are coupled to each other through van der Waals forces which are modeled as distributed springs. This higher-order layerwise theory allows us to incorporate in the model the partial shear stress transfer between the carbon nanotube and the surrounding matrix. The spectral element method has been proved to be an efficient alternative of FE analysis of wave propagation problems and decreases the computational cost substantially. The novelty of the spectral element developed here is that it uses a wavelet transform to reduce the PDEs to ODEs unlike FFTs in conventional spectral element formulation. Due to the localized nature of Daubechies wavelet basis functions the present method proves to be more efficient as it removes the wrap around problem associated with the FSFEM for time domain analysis. In this paper, the WSFEM is used to study the frequency- dependent spectrum and dispersion relations. The effects of different beam theories and different matrix materials on these frequency-dependent characteristics are investigated. Wave propagations in a finite length fixed-free beam due to a broadband impulse load were studied for DWNT-polymer, DWNT-aluminum and DWNT-ceramic composite beams, and the effect of partial interfacial shear stress transfer on these responses were also investigated. The simultaneous existence of four coupled modes in a DWNT-aluminum composite beam is also captured graphically using narrow-banded modulated sinusoidal excitation. As discussed previously, in most of the applications including nanocomposites CNTs are usually embedded in larger materials and devices, and have different response times, thus operating at different time and space scales. Conventional modeling and simulation techniques based on single time and length scales are not suited for such problems and these motivate the development multiscale modeling methods capable of integrating different time and length scales [59] . A multiscale method based on wavelets has been reported in the literature for addressing spatial and temporal scales [60] . Here, the inherent capabilities of wavelet analysis to represent objects in a multiscale fashion prove to be very helpful. The development of multiscale spectral finite elements particularly for dynamic and wave propagation analysis of CNT-embedded composites will be studied in our future research.
